We consider the question of how a continuation-passing-style (CPS) transformation changes the ow analysis of a program. We present an algorithm that takes the least solution to the ow constraints of a program and constructs in linear time the least solution to the ow constraints for the CPS-transformed program.
Previous studies of this question used CPS transformations that had the e ect of duplicating code, or of introducing ow sensitivity into the analysis. Our algorithm has the property that for a program point in the original program and the corresponding program point in the CPS-transformed program, the ow information is the same. By carefully avoiding both duplicated code and ow-sensitive analysis, we nd that the most accurate analysis of the CPS-transformed program is neither better nor worse than the most accurate analysis of the original. Thus a compiler that needed ow information after CPS transformation could use the ow information from the original program to annotate some program points, and it could use our algorithm to nd the the rest of the ow information quickly, rather than having to analyze the CPS-transformed program.
INTRODUCTION
For some type systems, typability is preserved across CPS transformation. For example, for simply-typed -calculus, Meyer and Wand 4] have shown that if A`e : t, then A series of papers 9, 2, 10, 8] have suggested that ow analyses are analogous to type systems. It is therefore natural to ask the question:
Is ow information preserved by a CPS transformation?
We show that for an untyped -calculus with constants and conditionals, a standard notion of 0-CFA ow analysis, and a carefully-formulated de nition of the CPS translation, ow information is preserved and re ected across CPS transformation. More precisely, we show that if ' is the least (most accurate) ow analysis of E, then ' is the least ow analysis of cps(E), where ( ) is a linear-time computable transformation of ow information.
Our algorithm has the property that for a program point in the original program and the corresponding program point in the CPS-transformed program, the ow information is the same. Thus, the algorithm does not change the ow information; it merely extends it to cover the new program points.
Aside from its role in answering a theoretical question, our algorithm might be useful in a compiler that needed ow information after CPS transformation. Rather than analyzing the CPS-transformed program, it can instead CPStransform ow information for the source program. Depending on the amount of ow information actually generated, doing this transformation (in time linear in the size of the annotation) could be faster than reanalyzing the CPStransformed program (in time possibly cubic in the size of the transformed program). On the other hand, for certain typed programs, Heintze and McAllester 3] have shown that 0-CFA ow information can be computed in O(n 2 ) time. For such programs, a reanalysis may be more attractive. Experiments are needed to get a rmer grip on these issues.
In previous work, Palsberg 7] has shown that 0-CFA ow information is still valid after beta-reduction. Note though that leastness of ow information need not be preserved by beta-reduction. We are not aware of other work in which ow information is preserved across program transformations. However, there is previous work where the studied frameworks are somewhat di erent, and where ow analysis is not preserved across CPS transformation; see section 5. It is necessary to be careful in the formulation of both the analysis and the CPS transformation to avoid the e ects of code duplication or ow-sensitivity.
In the following section we give an informal account of our approach to CPS transformation of ow information, and in section 3 we present our algorithm and main result. In section 4 we show a preservation theorem for ow types, and nally in section 5 we discuss related work.
SUMMARY OF OUR APPROACH
The principal di culty in de ning a CPS transformation of ow information is that the CPS-transformed program is bigger than the source program. This means that we must compute ow information for program points that have no counterpart in the source program. Our main observation is that this task becomes manageable when we use the variant of Plotkin's call-by-value CPS transformation that was introduced by Danvy and Filinski 1], see Figure 1 . We label all occurrences of expressions in the source and target programs. The labels in the CPS-transformed program are chosen such that the label of a -abstraction in the source program also is the label of the corresponding -abstraction in the CPS-transformed program. Many of the labels in the target program are obtained by applying a label transformer to a label in the source program. For example, A l denotes a label computed from the label l. It is essential for our approach that we can compute A l from l, and that we can compute l from A l .
We will now give an informal explanation of how to compute ow information for some of the new program points. ) @ Dm ( Sm v:: : :) : : : Suppose we have a set of labels of -abstractions that can be applied at e1 @ m e2 in the source program. Due to our approach to labeling, the set of labels of -abstractions that can be applied at (v
) is also .
Question: What is the set of functions that can be applied at the application labeled Dm? Question: Where can ( Sm v:: : :) be applied?
As analyzed above, it is applied at points (m M l @ C l v V L(e) ) and we can express the set of labels as C .
Our algorithm for CPS transformation of ow information expands the above observations to give a ow analysis for a whole CPS-transformed program.
Figure 1: CPS transformation.
MAIN RESULT
We will work with an initial -algebra Lab of labels where is: : : : ; l; a; : : : : Lab (an in nite collection of constant label symbols) A; B; C; D; F; G; H 1 ; H 2 ; J; K; M; N 1 ; N 2 ; P; Q; R; S; T; U; V; W; X; Y; Z : Lab ! Lab:
We apologize that there is no mnemonic signi cance to the names of the unary operations. We will write the application of, say, A to l as A l . Notice that since Lab is an initialalgebra, the unary operations have ranges that are mutually disjoint and disjoint from the set of constant label symbols. Furthermore, initiality also implies that the operations are injective, so that we can, for example, recover l from A l .
Our example language is de ned by the grammar: e ::= x l j q l j l x:e j e1 @ l e2 j e0 ! l e1; e2:
We use q to range over a set of constants that includes true, false. The construct e0 ! l e1; e2 is a conditional expression that branches depending on whether e0 evaluates to true or false. A program is a closed expression. We use E to range over programs.
We will use the function L which maps a -term to its label:
We will study the following 0-CFA-style ow analysis. Given a program E, we let Flow(E) denote the powerset of the set of labels of -abstractions occurring in E. Moreover, we let FlowDom(E) denote the union of the set of labels of occurrences of subterms of E and the set f U l j l is the label of a -abstraction in E g:
A ow analysis of E is a total mapping
for each x l occurring in E and bound by a -abstraction labeled l 0 , we have '(U l 0 ) = '(l); for each l x:e occurring in E, we have l 2 '(l); for each e1 @ l 0 e2 and each l x:e occurring in E, we
for each e0 ! l e1; e2 occurring in E, we have
Notice that there are no constraints for constants. The domain FlowDom(E) ! Flow(E) is ordered pointwise by set inclusion. We denote this ordering by . For a given program E, there is a -least ow analysis which can be computed in O(n 3 ) time where n is the size of the program 11]. The set of ow analyses of E is denoted by FlowAnalysis(E).
Notice that the constraint for a variable occurrence is an equality rather than the inclusion '(U l 0 ) '(l). Both choices lead to the same -least ow analysis for a given program. We have chosen the equality constraint because it enables us to prove Theorem 2, see below.
The function cps transforms a whole program E to a CPS target term, see Figure 1 . The use of the guidelines enables succinct proofs, particularly of Lemma 6; see below.
Note that:
FlowDom(E) FlowDom(cps(E)) Flow(E) Flow(cps(E)): If all occurrences of subterms of E are labeled distinctly, then the same is true of cps(E). We will henceforth assume that the occurrences of subterms of E are labeled distinctly and only with constant label symbols.
The function ( ) * transforms ow information for a program E to ow information for the program cps(E):
We will present the de nition of ' * in table form.
For the whole program E, where L(E) = l: a ' * (a)
For all labels l of occurrences of subterms of E: a ' * (a) l '(l)
For l x:e occurring in E: a ' * (a) C l ; Q l fQ l g M l f S l 0 j e1 @ l 0 e2 occurs in E and l 2 '(L(e1)) g UQ l f S l 0 j e1 @ l 0 e2 occurs in E and l 2 '(L(e1)) g
For e1 @ l e2 occurring in E:
a ' * (a) Both ( ) * and ( )E can be computed in linear time. While this is immediate in the case of ( )E, let us consider how it can be done in the case of ( ) * . We assume that the labels in E are presented as numbers from an interval 1::n, and that we are given the ow information ' 2 FlowAnalysis(E)
as an array over 1::n of linked lists of labels. We also require each entry in the array to contain information about the form of the syntax tree node the label stems from, and the labels of the immediate descendants in the syntax tree. We will represent ' * as a two-dimensional array over 1::n and the 32 kinds of derived labels that we use in the definition of ' * . (The two-dimensional array can easily by attened to a one-dimensional array, if so desired.) We ll the two-dimensional array during a single traversal of the representation of '. The main problem in computing ' * is to compute ' * (M l ) (which is equal to ' * (UQ l )), for an occurrence of l x:e in E. This can be done by, for each label of an occurrence of an application e1 @ l 0 e2, nding the entry '(L(e1)), and for each element of the list for '(L(e1)), extending the list for M l with S l 0 . This requires an amount of work which for each application e1 @ l 0 e2 is linear in the size of '(L(e1)), so the total amount of work is linear in the size of '.
We now present our main results. Proof. >From ' being least we have ' E. >From being least we have ' * . Since ( ) * and ( )E form a Galois connection, ' E implies ' * . Hence ' * = . >From that and Theorem 2 we have E = (' * )E = '.
FLOW TYPES
We have shown that 0-CFA-style ow information can be maintained by CPS transformation. This parallels the classical result that typability with simple types can be maintained by CPS transformation. We will now show that typability with ow types can be maintained by CPS transformation. Flow types have been studied by Tang and Jouvelot 13], Heintze 2], Wells, Dimock, Muller, and Turbak 16, 14] , and others. The idea is that if an expression has the ow type s ? ! t then is a set of labels of -abstractions to which the expression can evaluate, and is a set of labels of application points where those -abstractions can be applied.
We will consider ow types, in the style of 16], generated by the grammar: t ::= j t ? ! t;
where ranges over a set of base types that includes boolean, and where ; range over nite subsets of Lab. Among the types is a distinguished type o of answers. A type environment is a partial function with nite domain which maps -variables to types. We use the notation A x : ] to denote an environment which maps x to , and maps y, where y 6 = x, to A(y). A type judgment has the form A`e : t, and it means that in the type environment A, the expression e has type t. Formally, this holds when it is derivable by a nite derivation-tree using the rules below, taken from 16]. Proof. By induction on the structure of the derivation of A`e : t.
Notice that Theorem 4 corresponds to the rst half of Theorem 1. We do not have counterparts to the rest of our results for the untyped case. Nielson 6] showed for an imperative language that an analysis based on a continuation semantics can be more precise than an analysis based on a direct semantics. Similarly, Muylaert-Filho and Burn 5] showed for a call-by-name language that CPS transformation can improve an analysis. Sabry and Felleisen 12] concluded that the gain in precision in these examples is solely due to the duplication of the analysis of continuations. For example, at a call site and at a conditional the continuation may be duplicated for each possible path, thereby enabling separate analysis for each copy. Thus a ow-insensitive analysis of the transformed program corresponds to a ow-sensitive analysis of the original. One contribution of the current paper is an attempt to separate the consequences of the CPS transformation from those of this duplication.
RELATED WORK
Sabry and Felleisen 12] gave an example in which a CPS transformation decreased the precision of an analysis. They studied a CPS transformation for a call-by-value language, together with a ow analysis. Their example program is:
(let (a1 (f 1)) (let (a2 (f 2)) a2)) where f is bound to x:x. After their CPS transformation, the program becomes: (f 1 ( a1:(f 2 ( a2:(k a2))))) where f is bound to x: k1:(k1 x), and k is bound to a continuation. Before CPS transformation the analysis nds that a1 is constant (= 1), while after CPS transformation the analysis fails to nd that information.
However, the analysis of Sabry and Felleisen is an operational abstract interpretation of a program:
For the source program, the analysis rst reaches the call site (f 1), and at this point x gets bound to 1, and thus a1 gets bound to 1. When the analysis later reaches the call site (f 2), the new value for x becomes a merge of the old value 1 and the new value 2. The value of a1 is unchanged. For the CPS program, the analysis rst performs the call (f 1 ( a1:(f 2 ( a2:(k a2))))) where x gets bound to 1 and k1 gets bound to ( a1:(f 2 ( a2:(k a2)))). A little later, the analysis performs the call (f 2 ( a2:(k a2))), the new value for x becomes a merge of 1 and 2, and the new value for k1 becomes a set consisting of both ( a1:(f 2 ( a2:(k a2)))) and ( a2:(k a2)). Finally, when the analysis in the end performs the call (k1 x), the analysis applies each of the two continuations to the value of x and merges the results. During thatnal call, both a1 and a2 get bound to the merge of 1 and 2.
Sabry and Felleisen state that \the loss of information is due to the confusion of distinct procedure returns " 12] . For example, the two calls (f 1) and (f 2) become confused in the CPS program.
The operational nature of this process reintroduces owsensitivity into the analysis. We instead use a monovariant, constraint-based ow analysis, and we get the same result for corresponding program points in the two programs. If the analysis is monovariant, then there is exactly one ow variable for each occurrence of an expression in the program. There is no notion of \getting to (f 1) before getting to (f 2)." In the source program above, there is one ow variable for x and one ow variable for a1, and in the least solution of the constraints, both will be assigned a merge of 1 and 2. Thus, \confusion of distinct procedure returns" happens both when we use a monovariant ow analysis on the source program and when we use it on the CPS program.
Our result supports the conclusion of Sabry and Felleisen that the improvement in analysis in the transformed program is due to the duplication of program points.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our results depend on our particular formulation of the CPS transformation. Other formulations of the CPS transformation may be derived from ours by applying administrative reductions to the CPS terms. Least solutions to the 0-CFA constraints may preserved by administrative reductions, but we will not consider that here.
Future work may include extending our results to polyvariant ow analysis, and investigations of whether ow information is preserved by call-by-name CPS transformations.
Lemma 5. If ' 2 FlowAnalysis(E), then ' * 2 FlowAnalysis(cps(E)).
Proof. We proceed by case analysis on the expressions in cps(E). Consider rst an expression in cps(E) of the form x l , bound by a -abstraction labeled l 0 . There are two cases. Consider next the eight forms of -abstractions in cps(E).
For a x:e, where a 2 fX l ; P l ; R l ; Q l ; S l ; J l ; T l g, it is immediate from the de nition of ' * that a 2 fag = ' * (a). The remaining case is l x:e] ] = : : : ( l x:: : :) : : : :
By assumption we have l 2 '(l), and from the de nition of ' * we have ' * (l) = '(l), so we conclude l 2 ' * (l). : : : ; i 2 f1; 2g: (13) We consider each of them in turn: (6) . We have ' * (Y L(E) ) = ;, so ' * has the desired property.
Consider next the eight forms of applications in cps(
(7). We have ' * (P l ) = fP l g. A case analysis of the possibilities for the body e 0 shows that L(e 0 ) is of the form Aa, Ba, or Wa, hence ' * (L(e 0 )) = ;. We conclude ' * (R l ) = fR l g = ' * (UP l ) and ' * (L(e 0 )) = ; = ' * (B l ). (14) we have R l 2 (R l ) (UP l ). We have that k K l is bound by a -abstraction with label P l , so (UP l ) = (K l ). >From R l 2 (UP l ) = (K l ) and (15) we have (l) (UR l ). The variable occurrence labeled V l is bound by a -abstraction labeled R l , so (UR l ) = (V l ). We conclude (l) (UR l ) = (V l ).
